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Kauri Museum Trip
Well after two weeks of very
unsettled weather we ﬁnally had
a window with a more promising
forecast for Wednesday 7
October. The planned trip was
a visit to the Kauri Museum at
Matakohe. I organised a bus
company to transport us, but
there was a huge difference in
cost depending on the airstrip we
chose to use. I had arranged with
local topdressing operator, Murray
Hargreaves, for the use of his strip
which is only a few kilometres from
the museum. The down side being
that this was a relatively short,
one way strip terminating in trees.
After despatching an email to the
NAAG, the replies came back
from those planning to go that they
would be happy to use such a
strip. Now if anyone was to have
a problem, it would have had to
be me. After all, I have the highest
approach speed and the most
ineffective brakes! As Wednesday
dawned it became apparent that
the winds were a little stronger
than hoped but after checking the
Bill with Brian in the Europa
landing cross wind at the “Wings”
airstrip west of Maungaturoto.
A collection of the aircraft that had
made it safely. Trees mark the end
of the strip up against the hill.
wind and airstrip direction I felt
conﬁdent that we would not be
landing with a tail wind.
Passing Wellsford I was aware
that I had in excess of 20 knots
pushing me along and was
concerned that we may have to
divert to our second choice of
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airﬁeld at Ruawai. I decided to
perform a wind check to establish
what we might expect to ﬁnd at the
strip by turning onto the runway
heading and was relieved to ﬁnd
we would most likely be landing
in a cross wind. Within minutes I
was overhead and was reassured
to see the windsock indicating
no tail wind component but a full
crosswind. It was blowing about
12 knots on the ground but the
approach was clear of obstacles
Our 40 seat transport! It was
needed to haul us the 12km to the
museum. Our food source across
the road from the museum.
so I conﬁdent and made my
approach to land. It was no big
drama and the upslope meant I
didn’t run out of brakes. Being
the ﬁrst to arrive allowed me the
privilege to ﬁlm the subsequent
arrivals. While many were a little
apprehensive they all did a great
job and were well stopped before
the arrestor trees! Murray Smith’s
arrival was interrupted by a game
of chicken with the bus as it arrived
and promptly drove onto the
airstrip at the same point in time as
he was on ﬁnal approach.
The bus driver, totally oblivious
to my frantic concerns to get him
out of the way of the landing
aircraft! I originally told the bus
company that there would be 15
of us but due to some technical
difﬁculties with one of the aircraft
and another that didn’t bring a
passenger we numbered only 12.
When I saw the size of the bus,
I thought to myself, I am glad we
have a set rate and are not paying
for all the empty seats.
This 12 ton 60HP crawler cost
$4000.00 in 1929. It replaced the
several teams of bullocks that were
required to drag the massive trees
to the mill.
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Arriving at the Museum we spent
an hour unearthing the history of
the area before availing ourselves
of the ﬁne food at the cafe over
the road. The pictures I have taken
do not do justice to the enormity of
what these early settlers were able
to achieve with only hand saws.
The amount of Kauri taken from the
region in such a short time is just
staggering.
Hand sawing Kauri like this makes
you tired just to think about day
ahead.
Removing timber from the
land became easier with the
introduction of crawler tractors
in the 1930s, speeding up the
process and improving proﬁtability.
The crawler replaced three men
working a team of over a hundred
bullocks! When you see what
these pioneering men did in the pit
sawing process, truly these were
‘Real Men’.
The museum holds the world’s
largest collection of Kauri gum and
Kauri furniture. Early Maori used
the gum as chewing gum but later
uses included paint and varnish as
well as being formed
A cabinet lined with gum.
A small selection of ornaments
made from Kauri gum.
into ornaments. Long spears were
driven into the ground to locate
the gum and later practices of
‘bleeding the tree’ of gum by
cutting notches into it had to be
abandoned when it was found the
process killed the trees.
The wind had not let up much as
we boarded the bus to make our
way back to the airﬁeld. With
farewells to each other completed
we departed for our home bases.
With the gradient on the strip we
were soon airborne and winging
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our way home. Now if you want
to know how small our world is,
on the way home I decided to
show my passenger, Simone Curd,
the Miranda Hot Springs. After
completing a lap of the pool we
headed off back to Thames. The
following day I had an email from
another Pulsar owner from New
Plymouth stating that he had been
in Auckland and taken a detour
Looking for Kauri Gum using long
spears with handles.
Kauri furniture from the period that
managed to ﬁt into homes around
the world.
on the way home through
Miranda. While swimming at the
local hot springs he had seen what
appeared to be a Pulsar circle the
pools before disappearing into
the distance. I replied to him that
I thought I had seen his familiar
face in the pool and had gone
to investigate. How much of a
coincidence is that!
At this time of year our weather
tends to be unsettled so I have
dragged my motocross bike out
of the shed and plan to do a bit
of riding in between ﬂights. We
have a few options for our next
ﬂight away but will wait until
the weather allows us to go the
direction we chose.
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It is a museum that it well worth a
visit if ever you ﬁnd yourself on the
way to Dargaville. Make sure you
allow two or three hours to get to
see it all. If you are one who likes
to read, then you better allow a
whole day!
(l to r) Bob Byal, Stephen (Nooky)
Robinson, Evan Gray await the
loading up and heading out
command.
First away Bob and Evan head
home to Matamata. The wind at
the top of the raise rolled over the
top of us as we headed down hill.
When we got to the point of lift off
the wind hammered us with full
effect of the cross wind.
The museum website appears to be
down at the moment, however, you
can link to it from this site:
http://www.kauricoast.co.nz/
Feature.cfm?WPID=42
Cliff McChesney

